Open Access deals for NTU authors
The following publishers allow NTU authors to publish gold open access for free providing you are
the corresponding author.
Publisher:
Deal: (JISC deal)

NTU Pays:
Procedure:

Publisher:
Deal: (JISC deal)

NTU Pays:
Procedure:

Springer
Standard APC is $3000. Springer has a national agreement
with UK institutions which effectively allows NTU authors
to publish gold open access free of charge in eligible
Springer Choice (hybrid) journals. You must be the
corresponding author.
£0
You do not need to complete an OA Fund form as there is
no cost to NTU. On acceptance of your article, Springer
will send you a link to the My Publication form. State your
NTU affiliation and agree to the open access terms.
Springer will contact the library to verify your eligibility.
Wiley
Wiley has a national agreement with UK institutions which
effectively allows NTU authors to publish gold open access
free of charge in any Wiley journal (full gold and hybrid
titles are included). You must be the corresponding
author.
£0
You do not need to complete an OA Fund form as there is
no cost to NTU. If publishing in a hybrid journal, you must
select online open when you log into Wiley author
services. See the instructions for further help.

The following publishers offer a discount to NTU authors. You can benefit from these discounts
even if you have not secured ADR approval to use the NTU Open Access Fund and will be making
separate arrangements to pay the invoice.
Publisher:
Deal: (Discount)

NTU Pays:
Procedure:

Publisher:
Deal: (Discount)

Taylor and Francis/Routledge Open Select
Standard APC is £1788. Taylor and Francis offer a 75%
discount for their journal titles with the standard APC fee.
Ineligible titles: full open access journals including
T&F/Routledge Open; Cogent OA Series; and Informa
Healthcare.
£450
Author lets the publisher know they would like to publish
open access and raises an invoice.
Sage
Standard APC is £1600. Sage offers a significant discount
provided journals are in the SAGE Choice collection and

NTU’s SAGE Premier package. Discounts cannot be
applied retrospectively to publications.
£200 flat rate for eligible journals.
Author lets the publisher know they would like to publish
open access and raises an invoice.

NTU Pays:
Procedure:

NTU has legacy pre-payment accounts with Biomed Central and Springer Open, Elsevier, and PLOS
One. No additional money will be added to these accounts so please contact your Research Support
Librarian before submitting your publication and they will advise if there are sufficient funds for NTU
to cover the payment.
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